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Wader, LLC has patented a device called the Hydrocratic Generator that generates clean, renewable power from the mixing of fresh
water and salt water without the need of high maintenance membranes or the heating/cooling of the water. It can provide base load
power and assist in the disposition of waste water and brine from desalination facilities, wastewater treatment plants, or industrial
plants. This salinity gradient resource is comparable to wave energy in the estimated power available with estimates in the range of
2,000 TWh/annum where TW is terra watt or one trillion watts. The Hydrocratic Generator is unique in using a novel forward
osmosis process to generate significant amounts of energy without the use of hydrocarbons or the generation of carbon dioxide. It has
particular advantage for use in remote regions where electrical power generation by conventional means may be commercially
infeasible or impractical.
The Hydrocratic Generator
The driving force for the generator is described in classical thermodynamics as deriving from the “entropy of mixing.” This is the
physical description of the familiar driving force that causes two solutions of different compositions to mix, even without stirring
them. The mathematical expression of this driving force is found in standard physical chemistry textbooks in the discussion of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics. A well-studied example is osmotic pressure. The Hydrocratic Generator is unique in making use of
this driving force in a manner that can generate electrical power continuously. By thermodynamic calculations, as much as 1.5 Joules
can be created for every gram of fresh water that is mixed into seawater. The technology can be applied to a wide variety of
environments to recover energy. The system consists of three subsystems, namely an injection system, an open vertical tube immersed
in a water column and a means to extract the energy and deliver the power to shore, such as an underwater turbine and underwater
power cable. The system flexibility in design allows for entry into multiple markets.
To date, Wader, LLC, has tested the concept, run computational fluid dynamic analysis on early model test results, expanded and
modified the device based on empirical results, field tested the device at the docks in San Pedro and at sea on the Scripps FLIP.
Wader, LLC has continued to build on intellectual property protection through patents, copyrights, proprietary data and trade secrets.
The Figure reflects the results of a lab experiment
conducted by Wader, LLC wherein brine from a desalination
plant is released into the ocean environment within 4%
of the ambient salinity.
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